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This appeal presents us with the opporn:nity

address issues arising from the application

of New York State wetlands regulations,

as

administered by the appellant, the New Yo¡k State Depa¡ftnent of Environmental Conservation

(hereinafter the DEC), which have virtually eliminated the ability of the petitioners to utilize
waterfront real property. The ultimate question to be answered is whether the application of these
regulations rises to the level of a taking, thereby requiring the payment of monetary compensation.
Under the circumstances of this case, we agree with the Supreme Court that a taking has occurred.

I
The parcel ofreal property at the center ofthe instant controversy is approximately

2.5 acres in a¡ea, located on the north side of Meadow Lane in the Village of Southampton. The
property is situated within a residential zone, pursuant to the zoning ordinance of the Village

of

Southampton. The lot fronts upon the south shore of the Shinnecock Bay and is immediately east
ofthe adjacent Southampton helicopter laading pad. All but

a

small upland portion ofthe parcel has

been classified as tidal wetlands.

Insofar as relevant to this appeal, the property was purchased in 1962 by the late
Gwendolyn Londino, who died on October 12, 1983. It is now owned by her estate, under the
control ofthe petitioners who are the executors thereof.

It is generally acknowledged that at the time ofpurchase, the wetland areas'on the
property could legally have been filled in, and there were essentially no restrictions to prohibit the
construction of a single family home. In 1973, New York State adopted the Tidal Wetlands Act

(Environmental Conservation Law A¡ticle 25,

L

1973, ch 790). Pursuant the¡eto, the DEC

determined that virhrally all ofthe subject parcel should be designated as tidal wetlands. In or about
1987

,

The

petitioners applied for a tidal wetlands permit for the construction of a single family

residence. After extensive administrative proceedings, the DEC denied the application via

a

written

decision dated 4prì114,1995, because, inter alia, the septic system of the proposed project would
cause the release

of sewage effluent containing pathogenic bacteria and viruses into the waters of

Shinnecock Bay and into the nearby wetlands.

Concomitantly, in Octobe¡ of 1989, the Village of Southampton adopted wetlands
regulations as part of its zoning code in Article

III(A) entitled "Wetlands." The wetlands
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administered by the Village's Zoning Board of Appeals (hereinafter the ZBA). Contemporaneous

with the proceedings for a wetlands permit before the DEC, the petitioners applied for a Village
wetlands permit. The ZBA denied the application without prejudice, on the ground that the DEC's
denial ofthe application for a State wetlands permit precluded the ZBA from granting approval for
a

Village pennit (see ECL 25-0302[1]).

II
The petitioners thus commenced this proceeding

in 1995 for

an o¡der annulling the

DEC's April 14,1995, determination and directing the issuance of the State wetlands permit. In the
altemative, the petitioners prayed, inter alia, that the DEC's action be regarded

as a

taking ofproperty

without just compensation, and that pursuant to ECL 25-0404, the DEC be ordered to corrmence
condemnation proceedings.
The DEC moved to dismiss the proceeding; the motion was denied by order of the
Supreme Court dated February 1,1996. For procedural reasons, this couf modified the o¡der in

Matter of Friedenburg

v

New York state Dept. ofEnvtl. conservation

of dismissing the petitioner's cause of action seeking

e40 AD2d 407), to the extent
to a¡nul the April 14, 1995, determination.

However, this court sustained the remainder ofthe petition, including the taking claims, finding that
those claims stated valid causes of action
On July I 1, 1997, the DEC issued a letter purstantto Speørs v Berte (48Ny2d,254),

according to which the DEC indicated it would permit the following activities on the property:

"1. The uses listed in 6 NYCRR 661.5 as a use not requiring a
permit Q.{PN) for a particular tidal wetland zone or adjacent
area provided such activity does not involve a regulated activity
(see 6 NYCRR 661.7[a]);
"2. Installation ofa fou¡ foot wide catwalk and associated pier
wìth a 6 X 20 foot floating dock for water/boat access to the
waters of Shinnecock Bay subject to the submission of depth
soundings to calculate where 3 foot mean low water is located
* * * A floating dock and ramp can be used for mooring and
docking up to three boats. The catwalk can extend
approximately 380 feet from the tidal wetlands boundary to
navigable water;
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"3. Installation of a 1,000 square foot pervious parking area
parallel to Dr¡ne Road located 75 feet landwa¡d f¡om the most
landward edge ofthe tidal wetland;
"4. I¡stallation of a225 square foot structüe such as a deck,
garage , gazebo or storage shed for storage ofboating equipment
and other items 75 feet landward from the most landward edge

of the tidal wetlands boundary;

"5. Permanent or seasonal mooring of a single family house
boat at the dock described in #2 above provided there is
sufficient water depth and provided there is a demonstrated
mea¡s for handling septic and vr'aste watet via a commercial
marina pumpout facility or on-site portable pumpout;

"6. Use as a parking or storage facility for the Village of

.

Southampton's helicopter landing pad, subject to the conditions
set forth in Nos. 3 and 4 above."

On January 18,2000, the Supreme Couf denied the DEC's subsequent srünmary
j udgment motion.

n
A hearing.was held on the petition in the Supreme Court on April3, 4, 6, andT ,2000.
Ronald Haberman, a licensed real estate appraiser testifring for the petitioners, stated that using a

comparable sales approach the market value of the property prior to enforcement of the tidal

wetla¡ds regulations on April 14, 1995, was $665,000, and after enfo¡cement there was either no
market value or the value was nominal. Haberman indicated that

in

determining the post-

enforcement value, he considered the uses enumerated in ttre Spears letter but could find no
competitive market for property with those limitations. Edward Deyermond, the Tax Assessor

of

the Town of Southampton, applying the equalization rate to the assessment in the Village of
Southampton's memorandum oftaxes, testified that the market value ofthe parcel was $802,208 in
1993, $67 4,396

in 1994,

and $664,7 61

in

1

995.

John Holden, aprofessional engineer, confirmed that a septic system to serve

a

home

could be built onthe property under pre- and post-1995 Suffolk County Health regulations. Anthony
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Tohill and Gilbert Flanagan, attomeys, testified that there was

a great

likelihood that local zoning

approval to construct a house would be given to the petitioners if the DEC issued a permit.
Stanley Friedenberg, one of the executo¡s for the estate of Gwendolyn Londino,

testified that during the time he had been involved with the property, no one had approached him for
the purpose of acquiring the property for any purpose associated with the helicopter landing pad.

Scott Strough, President
Commonality of the Town

of

of the

Boa¡d

of

Trustees

of the Freeholders

and

Southampton (hereinafter the Trustees), testified that DEC approval

would not preclude the need for the petitione¡s to seek a permit from the Trustees fo¡

the

combination catwalk, ramp, floating dock, and houseboat referred to in the Spears letter as uses 2
and 5. He further testified that the Trustees denied a similar application by the owner ofthe property

immediately to the east of the subject parcel (hereinafter the Newman parcel). He opined that the
Trustees would deúy the catwalk, ramp, and dock as referred to in use 2, and stated that approval
a smaller version of this project would be

for

unlikely. Strough testified that the.Trustees would not

approve the mooring of a single-family houseboat referred to in use 5 . Strough stated that he spoke

with his fellow board members about this and they shared his opinion as to the likelihood of
permitting the proposals in the Spears

leIler.

l

Roy Haje, an environmental consultant, testified that use 1 in the Spears leller
conÉisted merely of those uses io¡ which no permit was necessary pursuant to the tidal wetland

regulations. He fi¡rther testified that it was very unlikely that the ZBA would approve the parking
area in use 3 or tjne 225 squa¡e-foot structure in use 4 of

The

Spears lelter.

Patrick Given, a licensed real estate appraiser, testified for the DEC that, using the
sales comparison method, the market value ofthe petitioners'property never exceeded $50,000. The

basis for this conclusion was his determination that the property was

a

wetlands parcel that could not

be developed. Given's opinion was that the property's highest and best uses v/ere fo¡ recreational

purposes such as the water access uses referred to in the Spears

lefler. Given testified that the

potential purchasers for such a parcel consisted primarily of neighbors. Civen also refened to a
comparable sale

in

1993 of the 3.9-acre Newman parcel. This parcel, which consisted almost

entirely of all or nearly all wetlands, was sold for $35,000.
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George Standick testified that he was employed by the DEC as a Ma¡ine Resource

Specialist One whose duties included reviewing tidal wetlands applicatìons. He recomrnended to
Peter Corwith, a Southampton Town Trustee, that installation ofa dock be approved for both the

petitioners' property and the Newman parcel. Stadnick informed Corwith that there we¡e several
ways to obtain a permit to dock a vessel on these properties.
Patricia Zielenski testified that she was the Regional Supervisor of the DEC's real
property office in Stony Brook. Zielenski testified that in August of 1999, the DEC offered $77,500

for the Newman parcel, but the sale never took place.

IV
In its decision after the hearing, the Supreme Court concluded that the petitioners had

established that

the 1995 pre-regulation value of their property was $665,000. Moreover,

notwithstanding that the petitioners demonstrated beyond a reasonable doubt that there wás a strong

probability that most,

if

not all, of the recreational uses 2 through 6 in the Spears letter would

ultimately not be approved, the DEC had demonstrated that the property had

a

residual market value

of $31,500 if it was used as a means of gaining access to the waters of
Nevertheless, the court found that

a

return

Shinnecock Bay.

ofonly $31,500 represented a diminishnient ofthe ma¡ket

value ofthe petitioners' property ofover 950lo and constituted a compensable taking. The DEC now
appeals from

a

judgment entered January 19, 2001, upon the foregoing decision. We affirm.

v
The Legislature has enacted strict guidelines for the application and granting of
permits to landowners who wish to conduct regulated activities in and a¡ound inventoried wetlands
(see Matter ofGazza v New York State Dept.

ofûnvtl.Conseryation,89 NY2d 603, 612, cert denied

522 US 81 3; ECL 25-0402,25-0403). Any person aggrieved by the issuance, denial, suspension,
or revocation of apermit may obtainjudicial review pursuant to ECL25-0404. Among the available

relief: "In

the event that the court may find that the determination ofthe commissione¡ constitutes

the equivalent of a taking without compensation, and the land so regulated otherwise meets the
interest and objectives of this act,

it

may, at the election

ofthe commissione¡, either set aside the

order or require the commissioner to acquire the tidal wetlands or such rights in them as have been
taken, proceeding under the power of eminent domain" (ECL 25-0404).
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Where regulatory actions restrict the ability of a landowner to enjoy its property,

judicial review follows

a

two-step process. "Ifthe couf finds that the permit denial is supported by

substantial evidence, then a second determination is made in the same proceeding to determine
whether the restriction constitutes an rurconstitutional taking requiring compensation" (de
v

St.

Aubin

Flack¿, 68 NY2d 66, 70). In the instant matter, the petitioners do not argue that the denial of the

permit was not supported by substantial evidence. Therefore, the issue before this court is whether
the restriction constitutes a taking requiring the payment

ofjust compensation.
has effected a taking

ofhis property

of overcoming the presumption of constitutionality that

attaches to the

"A landowner who claims that land regulation
bea¡s the heavy burden

regulation and proving every element ofhis claim beyond areasonable dotbt" (de

supra

aI76). In Lucas

St.

Aubin v Flack¿,

v South Carolina Coastal Council (505 US 1003), a factually analogous

matter dealing with coastal building restrictions, the United States Supreme Court stated thai

although regulatory takings jurisprudence has traditionally "eschewed any set formula

**

*

preferring to engage in essentially ad hoc, factual inquiries," there are at least two "categories"

of

regulatory action that require compensation "without case-specific inquiry advanced in suppof

of

the restraint" (Lucas v SouTh Carolina Coastal Council, supra at 1015). The first category, a
physical invasion ofthe property, is not applicable to this situation (id).

The second category "is where regulation denies all economically beneficial or
productive use ofland" (id. at 1015). The Court stated that "when the owner ofreal property has
been called upon to sacrifice all economically beneficial uses in the name

ofthe common good, that

is, to leave his [or her] property economically idle, he [or she] has suffered a taking" (Lucas v South

Carolina Coastal Council, supra at 1019; see also Gazza v New York State Dept of Envtl.
Consemation, supra at 616). ln such a situation, a categorical taking is found without regard to the
government's justifications for the regulation (see Lucas v South Carolina Coastal Council, supra

a|1026).
Contrary to the petitioners' contentions, the effect ofthe wetlands regulations on its
property is not a per se taking. ln Tahoe-Sierra Presem. Coun. v Tahoe Regional Planning Agcy.

(535 US 302), dealing

witl

the issue of whether a temporary building moratorium constituted a

taking, the United States Supreme Court clarified the distinction between a physical taking and a
November 24,
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regulatory taking, and limited a Lucas analysis
govemment deprives

a

to ext¡aordinary

circumstances

in which the

property owner ofall economic uses. The basis for this distinction, the Court

decla¡ed, is found in the text

ofthe Fifth Amendmenl. Its plain language requires the payment of

compensation whenever the govemment acquires private property for

a

public purpose, whether the

acquisition is the result of a condemnation proceeding or a physical appropriation. But the United
States Constitution contains no comparable reference to regulations that prohibit a property owner

from making certain uses of his or her privafe proper$ (see Tahoe-Sierra Preserv. Coun. v Tahoe
Regional Planning Agcy., supra at 331-332).

In a footnote, the Court provided guidance on how to identifr the distinction. In
determining whether govemment action affecting property is a¡ unconstitutional deprivation of
ownership rights under the Just Compensation Clause, a court must interpret the wo¡d "taken."
When the government condem¡s or physica.lly appropriates the property, the fact of a taking is

typically obvious and undisputed. When, however, the owner contends a taking has occurred
because

a law or regulation imposes restrictions so severe that they are tantamount to

a

condemnation or appropriation, the predicate ofa taking is not self-evident and the a¡alysis is.more
complex (id. at 322 n l7).
Physical takings ,accordingto Tahoe-Sierra, are as "old as the Piep:ublic" (id. at322)
aad, for the most part, involve the straightforward application
observed that

ofper

se

rules. The Supreme Court

its "regulatory takings jurisprudence, in contrast, is of more recent vintage and is

characterized by 'essentially ad hoc, factual inquiries"' (id. at322, qttoting Penn Cent. Transp. Co.
v City of New York, 438 US 104, 124) designed to allow "'careful examination and weighing of all
the relevant circumstances"' (Tahoe-Sierra Presem. Coun. v Tahoe Regional PlanningAgcy., supra

at 539-540, qttoting Palazzolo v Rhode Island 533 US 606, 636 [O'Connor, J. concurring]). The

Court went on to instruct that

it is "inappropriate to treat cases involving

physical takings as

controlling precedents for the evaluation ofa claim that there has been a regulatory taking; and vice
versa" (Tahoe-Sierra Preserv. Coun. v Tahoe Regional Planning Agcy' supra

aT

324). The basis

for this fundamental distinction is because "[]and-use regulations are ubiquitous and most ofthem
impact property values in some tangential way - often in completely unanticipated ways. Treating
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them all as per se takings would t¡a¡sform government regulation into a luxury few governnents

could aflord" (id. at324).
However, several years earlier in Izcas, the Supreme Court applied a categorical or

per se rule in a regulatory taking. In Tahoe Sierra, the Court used the opportunity to clariff the

holding in Lucas and narrow the exception in which a categorical or per se rule applies to a
regulatory taking. "The categorical rule that we appliedin Lucas states that compensation is required
when

a

regulation deprives an or.'r.ner of 'all economicallybeneftcial uses' of his land" (Tahoe-Sieta

Presem. Coun. v Tahoe Regional Planning Agcy., supra at 330 [emphasis in original], quoting
Lucas v South Carolina Coastal Council, supra at 1019). The Court reiterated that the "statute lin

Lucasf that wholly eliminated the value [ofthe property interest] clearly qualified as a taking," but

the holding in Lucas was "limited to 'the extraordinary circumstances when no productive or
ecônomically beneficial use ofland is permitted"' (fdhoe-Sierra Preserv- Coun. v Tahoe Regional

Planning Agcy., supra at 330 [emphasis in original], quotsng Lucas v South Carolina Coastal
Council, suproaLl0lT). To emphasize the wo¡d "no" relative to productive use, the Court pointed
to a footnote in Lucas which explained that the categorical rule would not apply if the diminution
in value were 95% instead of 100%. Anything less than a "complete elimination ofvalue" or a "total

loss," the Court acknowledged, would require the kind of analysis applied in Penn Central
(Tahoe-Sierra Preserv. Coun. v Tahoe Regional Planníng Agcy., supra at 330, quoting Lucas v
South Carolina Coastal Council, supro, at 1019, n

8).

ln sum, the Court held that it is "clear that

the categorical ¡ule tn Lucas was carved out for the 'extraordinary case' in which a regulation
permanently deprives property of all value; the default rule remains that, in the regulatory taking
context, we require a more fact specific inquiry" (Tahoe-Sierra v Preserv. Coun. v Tahoe Regional

Planning Agcy., suprq àt 332).
Thus, an analysis of a regulatory taking spans both ends of a spectrum.
is

a

At

one end

regulation that merely diminishes the value ofthe land requiring no compensation. At the other

extreme is the regulation that results in a total deprivation in value, tantamount to

a

physical taking

demanding just compensation (see Lucas v South Carolina Coastal Council, supra). InThe instant
case,

it is conceded that the petitioners' property retains at least a 5o/o residuary value. In light of

Tahoe-Sierra,

a

categorical or per se rule on

a

regulatory taking as applied in Lucas is not applicable
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here. Accordingl¡ we hold that the DEC's denial of a permit for

a single

family dwelling does not

constitute a categorical or per se taking of the petitioners' property.

VI
Notwithstanding that the petitioners have not established a per se taking, they have
demonstrated a taking using the balancing test ofPenn Cent. Transp. Co. y City ol New Yorh 438

US 104, a test used prior to

allLd,

after the Lucas decision. When there is no per se taking, the courts

are required to engage in ad hoc, factual inquiries (see Penn Cent. Tranp. Co. v City of New York,

supra at 123-124). "Where a per se taking is not demonstrated, whether
be determined by an examination

ofvarious factors such

as those set

a

taking has occurred may

forthinthe Penn Central case:

the economic impact of the regulation, the extent to which the regulation has interfered with
reasonable investment-backed expectations, and the character ofthe govemmental action" (Matter

of Gazza v New York State Dept. of Envtl. Conservation., supra at 677; Lucas v South Carolina
Coastal Council, suprd al 1019-1020; Penn Cent. Transp. Co. v City of New Yorþ supra at 724).
The¡e was significant testimony regarding the economic impact the regulation had
on the subject property. The regulation

left only a residual value. The court found that the property

was reduced in value by 95% from its non-regulated value. Even

ifnot considered

a

total destruction

in value, there has been a near tbtal or substantial decrease in valu
The DEC contends that the economic impact factor weighs in favor of finding no

taking under the Penn Central case. First, it argues that the regulation of the property, "while
reducing the value of the subject lot, did not have sufficient economic impact so as to work

a

taking. "

The DEC contends that the trial court improperly valued the property at $31,500 based on an
incorrect assumption that the uses listed in the Spears letter were not likely to be approved. Instead,
the DEC argues that the court should have accepted its after-regulation value of$50,000.

The petitioners adduced the testimony of Michael Haberman, an appraiser, who
valued the property prior to the enactment of the wetlands regulations. Based on an analysis of
comparable sales ofvacant waterfront property, Haberman determined that the pre-regulation value

ofthe property

as

of April 14,1995 (the date ofthe DEC's decision), was $665,000. The DEC did

not provide any pre-regulation assessment of the value of the property. As the DEC failed to rebut
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this finding, and the assessment was supported by credible evidence, this finding of fact by the
hearing court should not be disturbed.
The value of the property afte¡ the regulation depends on what remaining uses are
available to the property owners. In making such a determination, the court may look to the uses
specified in the Spears letter. However, a petitioner may rebut the proposed list of uses. In de

Aubin

v

,S/.

Flaclce (supra), the Corrt of Appeals stated that a landowner may be able to further limit the

after-regulation uses proposed in a Spears letter by proving that "there is no reasonable probability"
that the local municipality would approve those uses (de

St.

Aubin v Flacke, supra at78). An owner

is required to "prove that relief from the zoning restriction is not reasonably to be expected" (id. at

76).
Here, the hearing court found that the petitioners proved, beyond
that there existed a "strong probability that most,

ifnot all, ofthe recreational

a

reasonable doubt,

uses 2 through 6 in the

Spears letler would not ultimately be approved." Haberma¡ testifìed that he could not find.a

competitive market for the passive uses listed under the first point inthe Spears letter, that is, uses
allowed without a wetlands per,mit Ìrnder 6 NYCRR 661.5. As to use 2, a,catwalk,, pier, or dock,
Stréugh testified that the Southampton Trustees had denied a similar application and would,likely

deny the one proposed in the Spears letter. With respect to uses 3 a¡d 4, a 7,0A0 square-foot
pervious parking areaand a225 square-foot deck, g arage, gazebo, or storage shed, Roy Haje testified
that it was very unlikely that those structures would be approved by the Southampton Zoning Board

ofAppeals. Strough firther testified that use 5, a mooring ofa single-family houseboat, would not
be approved by the Trustees.

Finall¡ Haje testified that it would be unlikely that use 6, parking or

storage for the helipad, would be approved by the Vìllage. Friedenberg testified that no one had
approached him in connection with acquiring the prope¡ty for that use. Based on these findings, the

court determined that the residual property value was $3 1,500, which was an adjusted comparable
sale amor¡nt for a similar nearby parcel as reported by the DEC's appraiser, Patrick Given.

Even if we were to accept the DEC's arguments and credit its proposed after value

of $50,000, the result would not chaage. The change in value would be the difference between a
overall loss of
a

95%o as opposed

to aloss of

92.5o/o using the $50,000

value. In either case there is

significant reduction in the value of the property. This court in Cåase Manhattan Bank v State of
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New York (103 AD2d

2ll),

held that an 86%o reduction in value could support a finding that the

property's economic value had been destroyed. This court found that with respect to

a

constitutional

taking claim, the p¡operty owner would have, at least, a reasonable probability of success in court

(id. at223-224).
It warrants emphasis that the facts ofthe instant case are signifìcantly different from

those of Matter of Gazza v New York State Dept. of Envtl. Conseryation (supra), where the
landowner acquired the waterfront parcels after the enactment of the wetla¡ds regulations, and at
prices reflecting the diminished values ofthe parcels as regulated. Thus, the denial ofthe application

of the property ov¡ner in Gazza for setback va¡iances was not tantamount to a taking, because that
property owner did not lose a development right; it had already been restricted prior to his purchase

of the land. In stark contrast, in the instant case, Gwendolyn Londino's acquisition of the subj ect
parcel in 1962 pre-dated the enactment ofwetlands regulations. The rights she obtained, which aré

now administered by the petitioners on behalf of her estate, included development rights that were
subsequently lost as a result

ofthe enactment ofwetlands regulations. Thus, the holding of Gazza

does not control the instant

matter.

'.

'

,

;

For these reasons, the petitioners established, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the

regulation and denial of the permit destroyed all but a bare residue ofthe economic value of the
properfy (see Matter of ll'ard v Bennett,2l4 AD2d 741).

VII
The DEC argues that it has legitimate reasons for regulating tidal wetlands, which
prevent the petitioners from succeeding on a takings claim. This contention is without merit. The

legitimacy of a governmental regulation does not lead to the result that the govemment has no
obligation to pay compensation

x x + [is] designed

as a

result ofthat regulation. " [The] Fifth Amendment's guarantee

to bar Govemment from forcing some people alone to bear public burdens

which, in all faimess and justice, should be bome by the public as a whole" (PennCent. Transp. Co.

v City of New Yorþ supra al 123-124.

quLoTing

Armstrong v United Stat¿s, 364 US 40, 49). The

United States Court ofAppeals for the Federal Circuit explained this element of the balancing test
as

follows:
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"When there is reciprocity of advantage * * * then the claim
that the Govemment has taken private property has little force:
the claimant has in a sense been compensated by the public
program "adjusting the benefits and burdens of economic life
to promote the common good" (Pe nn Centr. Transp. Co. v City
of New York, supra aT 124). Thus shared economic impacts
resulting from cefain types ofland use controls have been held
to be non-compensable (Agins v City of Tiburon, 447 US 255,
262-263).
"That the purpose and frmction ofthe regulatory imposition is
relevant to drawing the line between mere diminution and
partial taking should not be read to suggest that when
Goverffnent acts in pursuit of an important public purpose, its
actions are excused from liability. To so hold would eviscerate
the plain language of the Takings Clause, and would be
inconsistent with Supreme Court guidance. It is necessary that
the Govemment act in a good cause, but it is not suffrcient.
The takings clause already assumes the Govemment is acting
in the public interest: "nor shall private property be taken for
public use without just compensation."

.

{,**
'In adãition, then, to

ofloss of economic use
to the property owner ás a result ofthe regulatory imposition *
* * the trial court must conside¡: are there direct compensating
benefits accruing to the property, a¡d others similarly situated,
flowing from the regulatory envi¡onment? Or are benefits, if
any, general and widely shared through the community and the
society, while the costs are focused on a few? Are altemative
permitted activities economically realistic in light of the setting
and circumstances, and are they realistically available? In
short, has the Govemment acted in a responsible wa¡ limiting
the constraints on property ownership to those necessary to
â demonstration

achieve the public purpose, and not allocating to some numbe¡
of individuals, less than all, a burden that should be bome by

all?"

(Florida Rock Indus. v United States, 18F3d1560,1570-157l,cert denied 513 US 1109).
Here, the balance does not favor a finding of reciprocity of advantage or shared

benefit. The petitioners have been left with

a situation where

thei¡ only viable choice is to leave the
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property in its natu¡al state. The regulation has caused an almost total loss of the value of the
property. The petitioners are thus bearing all the bu¡den ofthe regulation. The Supreme Court stated
in Lucas That when the impact of the regulation on a property ownff is severe, it is less realistic to

"indulge our usual assumption that the legislature is simply adjusting the benefits and bu¡dens of
economic life

**

i'

in a marurer that

secures an average reciprocity

of advantage to everyone

concemed" (Lucas v South Carolína Coastal Council, supra at 1017-1018).
Because the impact is so severe in this case,
as the

it is clear that a taking

has taken place

petitioners are bearing the brunt of the bu¡den. Therefore, it is apparent that the petitioners

have established a taking pursuart to the pre-Lucas balancing test.

VIII
The DEC contends that

if

this court should uphold the finding that a taking has

occurred, the Supreme Court lacks jurisdiction

to entertain the claim for

damages as such a

determination must be made in the Court of Claims. This is a correct statement of law (sae Court

of Claims Act $ 9[2]). Accordingl¡ ifthe DEC chooses to acquire the property under the exercise
of its powers of emi¡ent domain, which is its only option other than granting the petitioners' permit
application (see ECL 25-04040), any further proceedings to determine the compensation to be paid
to the petitioner

will

be conducted in the Court of Claims.

Accordingly, the judgment is affirined, with costs.

KRAUSMAN, GOLDSTEIN andRIVERA, JJ., concur.

ORDERED that the judgment is affirmed, with costs.

ENTER

James Edward Pelzer

Clerk
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